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ABSTRACT : 

Automorphism group of ring focusing on its structure properties relation with ring's 

properties. A characterization of Automorphism subgroup of the symmetric group on set of unit 

R normal subgroup and quotient group of Automorphism. 
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INTRODUCTION : 

A group G acts as automorphisms on a ring R with no nilpotent elements, then there exist 

non-trivial fixed elements. It would be useful, however, to be able to construct fixed elements, 

such as traces, or other trace-like elements. A first step in this direction is a theorem of G.  If a 

cyclic p -group acts faithfully on a ring with no nilpotent elements of characteristic 0p , then 

the trace is non-trivial. In this paper, we investigate further when the trace is non-trivial, and 

more generally when there exist non-trivial "partial traces" in the fixed ring.  

We first introduce a new construction, which we shall call the normal closure, for any 

semi-prime ring R. It is constructed as a subring of a certain quotient ring, taken with respect to 

two-sided ideals. The advantage of the normal closure is that it is much more closely tied to R 

than the quotient ring is; in particular, if R has no nilpotent elements, neither does the normal 

closure.  

The relationship to automorphisms quotient ring to define certain "inner" and "outer" 

automorphisms. Some of his results on automorphisms of rings with no nilpotent elements can 
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be simplified using the normal closure. As an example, we give a proof of his result that if G is a 

finite group of inner automorphisms of a ring R with no nilpotent elements, of characteristic 

,p 0 , then the commutator subgroup [G, G] contains no elements of order p . As a 

consequence, any finite simple group acting non-trivially on a domain D has non-trivial trace. 

Moreover, for any finite group G acting on D, there exist non-trivial "partial traces" in the fixed 

ring.  

In a different direction, we use the normal closure to study the skew group ring R* G of a 

finite group G of automorphisms of a domain R. We show that R*G is semi-prime if and only if 

the trace is non-trivial, and that R* G is prime if and only if the elements of G are R-independent.  

PRELIMINARY NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS : 

Let R be semi- prime, and let f denote the filter of all ideals of R with zero annihilator. 

Let 
f

R be the ring of (left) quotients of R with respect to 
fIf

limR.,e.i;f


  HomR(RI, R). 

This was defined for prime rings and extended to semi-prime rings. The elements of Rf are 

equivalence classes of left R- module homomorphisms from some fI  into R. For each x R, 

let fI
x
 be the ideal associated with x , so that (0) 0 xif,RxI

x
.  

Now R may be imbedded in 
f

R via right multiplication on R. 
f

R  is semi- prime, and the 

center C of 
f

R  is a regular ring. When R is prime, 
f

R is also be the prime and C is a field. 

We next consider automorphisms of R. If g is any automorphism of R, and r R , we 

denote by 
gr the image of r under g. Let g has a unique extension to R. Define 

 Rrallfor,rxxrRx g

fg
  

It can be shown that if ,x
g

 then rxxr g   for all .Rr
f

 . 

DEFINITION : If G is a group of automorphisms of R, let   0
ginn

GgG . 
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DEFINITION : If G is a group of automorphisms of R, we say G is X-outer if Ginn (e) 

and X-inner if G = Ginn. 

We note that in other work the terms f -outer and f -inner were used. The present 

notation reflects the fact that the definition of Ginn. 

Although Ginn will not always be a subgroup of G, it is closed under inverses and under 

conjugation by elements of G. However, Ginn is always a (normal) subgroup of G when R is 

prime. In this case, non-zero elements of 
g

 , are invertible in 
f

R , and so Ginn consists of those 

elements of G which become inner when extended to 
f

R . 

The algebra of the group is  


.B
gGg

 

The fixed ring of G on R is  Ggallfor,xxRxR gG  . 

When G is a finite group, the trace of an element x R is    
 ,xxt g

GgG
 or simply 

 xt if there is no ambiguity about the group. If  is any non-empty subset of G, we define t ( x

) =   g  
gx .  We say that t ( x ) is a partial trace function if t (R) R

G
, and t, is non-trivial 

if t ( x )  0, some x R.  

The order of G will be denoted by G. 

For any group of automorphisms of R, the skew group ring R*G is defined to be 

R*G=ΣgG  Rg, with addition given component-wise and multiplication given as follows: if r, 

s R and g, h G, then  

(rg) · (sh) = 
1grs ghRgh. This definition may be contrasted with that of a twisted group algebra 

C
t
[G]. In this construction, C is a commutative ring and : G  G→C is a factor set. Then 
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C
t
[G]={ Cg│g G}; again, addition is component-wise but now multiplication of group 

elements is twisted; if a, bC and g, h G, then      ghh,gabhb.ga  . 

Both of these constructions are special cases of the crossed product, in which there is 

both a group action on R and a twist of the multiplication of the group elements. When R is a 

field, this is just the classical crossed product; the construction for prime rings. 

1. THE NORMAL CLOSURE OF A SEMI-PRIME RING : 

We first observe that when R has no nilpotent elements, 
f

R does not necessarily inherit 

the same property. This may be seen from the following example. Let R= F(x, y} be the free 

algebra in two indeterminates over a field F. Then I = Rx + Ry is an ideal of R. Define 

RI:f 
1

 by   ,xryrxrf
1211

  and RI:f 
2

 by   yryrxrf
2212

 . Then f1 and f2 

are left R-module mappings, so determine elements .Rf,f
f


21

 But ,f.f 0
21
  even though R 

is a domain. Moreover, as Rf is prime, ,fRf
f

0
12
  and this set consists of nilpotent elements. 

In this section we consider a subring of
f

R , containing R, which is better behaved. 

Throughout, R is semi-prime. Let  RnnRRnN
f

 ; that is, N is the set of R-

normalizing elements of 
f

R . For g any automorphism of F, any element of 
g

 , is R-normalizing 

and so  
g

  N. In particular, .NC
e


 

DEFINITION. The normal closure of R in 
f

R  is the set 

 






   Nn,RrRnrRN

iifii
i

1  

RN is clearly a subring of 
f

R , and is semi-prime since any non-zero ideal of RN 

intersects R non-trivially. Also, if R is prime, RN will be prime. Finally, the center of RN is just 

C, the extended centroid of R. 
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The crucial property of RN is the following: 

PROPOSITION 1. Let R be semi-prime. For any 0 x RN, there exists I F so that 0   

Ix   R and 0   xI  R. 

Proof. We first consider n N. By properties of RF, there exists JF such that 0 Jn R. 

We let J' = {a  R | na  Jn}. J' is an ideal of R, and if na= 0, a J'. We claim that J' F. For if 

J'b=0, then nJ'b=0= Jnb. Since JF, nb=0. But then b J'. Since J' itself is a semi-prime ring, 

J'b= 0 implies that b= 0. Thus J'F. 

Now choose x RN and write .nrx
ii

k

i 


1
 By the above argument, for each 

i
n  there 

exists FJ
i
  such that .RJn

ii
  Let ;JJ

ii
  then JF, and    .RJnrxJ

iiii
 On 

the other hand, by the property of RF, there exists K F so that 0 Kx  R. Let I = J K F. 

Then 0 Ix  R, and we claim that 0 xI R. Clearly xI R, and if x1 = (0), we have (0) = I(xI) 

= (Ix)I, which is a contradiction since I F and Ix (0). Thus 0  xI  R. 

COROLLARY 2. (1) If R has no nilpotent elements, then RN has no nilpotent elements. 

(2) If R is a domain, then RN is a domain. 

Proof. (1) We follow an argument of Martindale for the central closure RC. Let x  RN 

with x 0, x
2
=0. There exists I F so 0 xI  R, 0 Ix  R.  Thus 0  xl

2
 x  R. But xI

2
x consists 

of nilpotent elements, so xI
2
x= (0). But then I

2
x consists of nilpotent elements and I

3
x R, so 

   IxIxI  02
. Since I F, it follows that Ix= (0), a contradiction. Thus x= 0, and RN has 

no nilpotent elements. 

(2) As R is prime, RN is prime, and has no nilpotent elements. Thus RN is a domain. 
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We note that when R is prime, N*, the non-zero elements of N, consists precisely of those 

units u  RF such that .RuRu 1
 Each such unit therefore determines an X-inner 

automorphism of R. 

Examples of  the normal closure- 

(1) Let R be a prime Goldie ring with classical ring of quotients Q(R). Then N* can be 

identified with those units u  Q(R) such that RuRu 1
,  and RN is simply the subring of 

Q(R) generated by R and N. 

(2) Let R be a primitive ring with a minimal one-sided ideal. Let e be a primitive 

idempotent in R, so that D = eRe is a division ring. Then  

V= eR is a left vector space over D, W = Re is a right vector space, and V and W are dual spaces 

with a non-degenerate form <, >: V  WD. Let L= {T HomD (V, V) T has an adjoint relative 

to <, >}, the continuous D-linear transformations of V. By a well-known theorem of Jacobson, 

RL and the socle S of R consists of all the finite rank transformations in L. Now, N* can be 

identified with those units uL such that RuRu 1
; thus RN is simply the subring of L 

generated by R and N. In the special case when R= S, N consists of the set U of all units of L. 

Then RN consists of the subring of L generated by U, as the finite rank transformations are in the 

subring generated by U. 

2. SKEW GROUP RINGS OVER DOMAINS 

Let R be a prime ring. In the special case when G is a group of  

X-inner automorphisms, we may associate with the skew group ring R*G a twisted group algebra 

of G over the extended center C of R. The construction goes as follows: for each g G, choose 

,x
gg

0 and define .G*Rxg
Fg


1

 Then   ,ghh,gh.g  , where 

    .Cxxxh,g
egh

g

hg
 







 1

1

1

1

1
 Since CGG:   is a factor set, we may form the 
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twisted group algebra C
t
[G] with respect to . Since 

       
gxaGg,CagaGC

gggg

t

1
  GC,G*R t

F
 is actually a subring of 

RF * G. The semiprimeness (or prime- ness) of R*G may be reduced to that of C
t
[G], by the 

following: 

PROPOSITION 3. Let R be prime, and G a group of X-inner automorphisms of R. Let 

C
t
[G] be as above. Then R* G is prime or semi-prime, respectively, if and only if C

t
[G] is prime 

or semi-prime, respectively. 

THEOREM 4. Let R*G be the skew group ring of the finite group G over the prime ring 

R. Then 

(1) If R has characteristic 0, then R* G is semi-prime. 

 (2) If Rhas characteristic p>0, then R *G is semi-prime if and only if R*P (or 

equivalently C
t
[P]) is semi-prime for all elementary abelian p-subgroups P of Ginn. 

We shall also need the following lemma, which was observed independently by D.  

LEMMA 5. Let R* G be the skew group ring of a group G of  

X-inner auto- morphisms of the prime ring R. Let C
t
[G] be as above, and B be the algebra of the 

group. Then there is a natural epimorphism 

  opt BGC   

Proof. Let o  denote multiplication in B
op

, the opposite ring of B. We may view C
t
[G] as 

the set of all   ,ga
g

1 , where 
11 


gg

a . Note that each ga
g 1

centralizes
F

R . Define 

λ: C
t
[G]→ B

op
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by    


11 gg
aga . This mapping is clearly additive and onto. To see that it is a 

homomorphism, it suffices to consider elements of the form ga
g

1 and hb
h 1

 . Now 

   ghabhbga
ghhg 1111 

 , and thus      



1111 hggh

baab . 

We first consider the problem of when R* G is prime. When R is a field and | G | = n, 

then it is well-known that R*GMn(R
G
), the n × n matrices over the fixed field R

G
, since R*G is 

just the crossed product with trivial factor set. This fact can be proved directly by using 

Dedekind's theorem that distinct automorphisms of a field are linearly independent.  

DEFINITION. A set  


g  of automorphisms of R is said to be  

R-independent if whenever ,xr gi

i

n

i
0

1
 

 for some finite set  ,g,,.........g
n1

 some 

,Rr,.......,r
n


1
 and for all x R, then .n,.....,i,r

i
10   

Note that the elements of a group G being R-independent is equivalent to saying that R is 

a faithful R* G module, under the action   .rrr.gr g

gg
. 

LEMMA 6. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of R such that R*G is prime. Then 

the elements of G are R-independent. 

Proof. Let  
 ,gf

Gg
 the formal sum. For any rR, frR*G, and gfr= fr for any 

gG. Say that  


0g

gGg
xr , for all xR, and consider    G*Rgrw

g

1
. Choose x  

R; then   


xfrgrwxfr

gGg

1
   


01 frxrfrgxr g

g

g

gGg
. Thus since (R*G)f=Rf, 

it follows that w(R*G) fr = (0), which contradicts R*G being prime, unless w=0. But then each 

0
g

r . 

THEOREM 7. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of a domain R. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(1) R*G is prime 
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(2) 
innC

GBdim  , where B is the algebra of the group 

(3) the elements of G are R-independent 

Proof. Let the B
op

  C
t
[Ginn]. Thus C

t
[Ginn] is a domain, since  

BRN is a domain by Corollary 2. But then R* Ginn is prime, by Proposition 3, and so R*G is 

prime. 

Say that dimCB < Ginn. Then for some g1,...,gn  Ginn and ,n.......,,i,a
gii

10   

we have  


n

i i
a

1
0 . Choose any xR; then  

     gi

iii
xaxaax0 . Since 

Fi
Ra  , for all i, there exists  

FI  so that   RIa
i
0 , all i= 1,..., n. Choose a  I with ;aa 0

1
 ; then    0gi

i
xaa

for all x, which contradicts the R-independence of  .g.....,,g
n1
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